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By Daniele Bourdais, Sue Finnie, Anna Lise Gordon

Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Equipe: Part 4: Workbook 1,
Daniele Bourdais, Sue Finnie, Anna Lise Gordon, Equipe 4 completes this stimulating four-part
French course, catering for a wide range of abilities.Ideal for the new GCSEs, it comprises: * One
core Students' Book which covers Foundation and Higher Tier: the core range of the book is for C-D
candidates. Extension work for B-A* candidates in the En plus pages; consolidation work for D-E
candidates in the Encore pages. * Repromasters that provide consolidation and extension activities
in all skill areas, vocabulary sheets, visuals for presentation, self-assessment checklists and regular
formal assessment in all four skills. * Two workbooks (Workbook 1 to cover Year 10; Workbook 2 to
cover Year 11). They provide consolidation work, particularly for D/C borderline candidates. * A
Teacher's Book which contains cross-references to all major syllabuses, notes on differentiation,
answers to all activities (including the Equipe Informatique software package) transcripts to all
listening activities, suggestions for further reinforcement and extension work, and homework
opportunities. * Cassettes, containing clear, authentic listening material, with a self-study cassette. *
An integrated IT component.
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Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn-- Pr of . Jor dy K ihn

This publication is indeed gripping and intriguing. It is actually writter in basic terms and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to explain how here
is the greatest publication we have read through during my own lifestyle and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Er vin Cr ona-- Er vin Cr ona
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